
Meade StarPro™ 80 Review 

 

I recently received an opportunity to try out one of Meade’s 

Starpro™ series telescopes. I “test drove” the 80mm variety and 

with a focal length of 900mm and a magical focal ratio of 11.3, it 

did not disappoint. If you do not believe me, look at the virtually 

unedited photograph of the moon taken with my Samsung s8. 

Virtually no chromatic aberration (CA) (a common optical 

phenomenon observed when using the achromat varieties of 

telescopes) is obvious in the photo. If you do not feel like reading 

the rest, in a few words… This package is light, easy to assemble, 

impressive looking, and robust enough to take recognizable 

photos of celestial objects with a cellphone.  

 

The scope arrived in the typical Meade style of packaging (box inside of a box, white boxes containing 

accessories, etc.). Overall, I was very pleased with how it arrived. Initial impressions were that this 

telescope just looks awesome! The flat blue and black really make this instrument look like a sophisticated 

piece of home décor. I enjoyed having it set up in my bedroom while I had it. The entire package was 

incredibly light and this feature should not be overlooked! The 80mm is decently long and impressive-

looking in person, but it is very manageable for everyone in my opinion. To the unexperienced 

astronomer, I would say the scope looks large. I was won over by the Meade logo on the tension knobs 

and slow-motion controls.  

 

 

 



The tripod also deserves some 

good discussion. I usually struggle 

with the mediocrity associated 

with sub $500 telescopes, but this 

one was a joy to use. It was 

extraordinarily light, stable, and 

fun to swivel around via the slow-

motion controls. The tripod legs, 

themselves, are locked into place 

with very easy-to-use and strong 

clamps. The tripod legs slide nicely 

and cannot wiggle around too much and I believe this can be partially attributed to the unorthodox shape 

of the legs. Very nice design on Meade’s end. The “tray” on this tripod isn’t a tray at all and this is 

something I enjoy very much. The leg supports have a central slider that locks into each leg’s support. This 

makes the whole assembly much easier to move (by eliminating an awkward tray). In my opinion, this 

feature is a major improvement over traditional telescope tripods. 

 

Okay, so now that I rambled on about some of the smaller aspects of the telescope, how does it look put 

together? Overall, the telescope and mount match exceptionally well. Of course, you purchase them 

together so they ought to match, but we all know that isn’t always how the world works. Anyway, these 

look great together. You do really have to 

tighten down the tension knobs in order to use 

the slow-motion controls but I do not consider 

this a bad feature. I think it’s like that just so 

you can’t freely swivel the telescope around 

while using the slow-motion gears (actually a 

good feature!). 

 

The telescope is a great secondary scope for 

Meade’s LX65 mount! 



 

 

Enough non-sense! Where are the pictures!?! Meade’s smartphone adapter is very nice to use. I honestly 

hate cellphone-eyepiece adapters but this one locks down on an eyepiece well. I always recommend 

aligning a cellphone with an 

eyepiece by pointing the telescope 

(with the caps off!) at a bright wall 

or window of your own home. With 

this adapter, once I aligned the 

cellphone successfully, the circular 

field of view stayed in the camera 

for ~1 ½ hours. This is remarkable 

for this price range and it satisfies a 

mild beginning astrophotography craving. As a small plus, the standard focuser is quite nice. I used a 

Samsung s8 for the following images.  

  



I would not say that I strived to obtain wonderful images. I believe that goal would have been possible for 

someone with more experience taking cellphone astronomy photos. Instead, I planned on testing this 

telescope and seeing how great 

that magical focal ratio of 11.3 

was. First up was some deep sky 

objects. Of course, deep sky 

objects provide a great challenge 

for cellphone astronomy. Shown 

here are M42 (emission nebula) 

and a M41 (star cluster).  

 

These are the only images I 

stacked. I stacked and edited 6, 

2-second images to produce 

these final photographs. I also 

used a plate-solving program to 

prove I captured what I said I did. 

I will be including the plate-

solving images for the rest of this review. I was surprised by the lack of CA in the brighter stars. Clearly, 

these objects are visible. This is very cool stuff for a scope under $200 and a smartphone. 

 

Next test? What about a super bright star, say Sirius? I thought, okay, sure, CA may not be obvious on the 

dimmer stars, but what about the brightest star in the night 

sky? I thought there had to be obvious CA. I was wrong. Sure, 

we see some reflections and some elongated stars, but that 

is my fault. I chose to expose a little longer to capture fainter 

stars. I was very impressed by the lack of CA and you should 

be too. I will admit that, visually, I saw some CA, but very 

little when taking photographs with my Samsung s8. This 

gave me hope for some additional tests. This image of Sirius 

is only (1) 1.5s image. 

  



This telescope surprised me on Sirius, so I decided to point towards a colored star. Okay, all stars have 

some sort of color, but what a star with an intense color? I pointed this telescope and my smartphone 

towards Betelgeuse, a star with 

an obvious red color. Once 

again, I was shocked to see a 

nice orange-red star show up 

after a single 1.5s image. You 

can see some CA here (purple-

blue partial halo), but nothing 

distracting. You can see now 

why I am loving this f/11.3 ratio! As a final test, I decided a little more difficult object, a double star. I was 

curious if I could resolve a double star with this scope and my phone. I decided to focus on Mintaka. 

 

 

 

Once again, Meade won here. There is a clear separation of the two brightest stars. I forgot to mention 

that I used the included 26mm eyepiece for these images and I strongly suggest sticking to this focal length 

for imaging. You can use higher magnifications on the moon, maybe, but I think you will be happy with 

the 26mm (I know I was). In summary, if you like astronomy and want to take some recognizable 

photographs of common celestial objects, I can recommend nothing other than the Meade Starpro™ 

series of telescopes. Good luck with it and make sure to send Meade the photos you get! 

 

Clear skies,  

BudgetAstronomy 


